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Another nail biter
After a run of 5 wins from 7 lifted us
out of the bottom three to mid-table
respectability, everything that could
have gone against us in Round 25 did
so, to a very annoying level.
We went down at Market Rasen, Old
Scouts beat Huntingdon, Paviors beat
Bugbrooke and Wellingborough won
at Lutterworth.
So survival in Midlands 2 East rests on
the last round of fixtures. The maths
is simple. We have to beat Melton
Mowbray and take a bonus point in
the process. Anything less and we
will be down because we have to
assume that Old Scouts will return
from doomed Ilkeston with a bonus
point win. If we take only the 4
points for the win the fact that we
will have won one game fewer will
see us endure relegation.
So this is a call to arms. If you haven’t
been down to the club this season,
please can you try to take just this 80
minutes out of your winter to cheer
the boys on. Melton Mowbray have
nothing to play for and of course they
have to travel.
Let’s get some
numbers down and pile a little more
pressure on them with lots of noise.
Remember Broadstreet, remember
Spalding!!!

Leighton Buzzard v Melton Mowbray
Wright’s Meadow, kick off 3.00 p.m.

Midlands 2 East table (after round 25, 8th April)
Newbold-on-Avon
Kettering
Old Northamptonians
Lutterworth
Huntingdon
Melton Mowbray
Wellingborough
Market Rasen & Louth
Paviors
Bugbrooke
Leighton Buzzard
Northampton Old Scouts
Dronfield
Ilkeston

P
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
24
25
25
25
25
25
24

W
23
21
19
15
15
13
11
11
10
9
10
11
3
1

PD
558
667
337
33
76
39
-116
-36
-20
49
-115
-196
-407
-869

Pts
115
106
97
72
71
66
56
54
54
54
53
52
21
6

Full details: www.rfu.com

Where teams are equal on match points precedence is: 1) Number of wins, 2)
Points Difference.
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New sign-ups .... feel the quality!
After a few months of “unable to deliver” emails I have had to cull two of the Heroes of Tabard: Geoff Brewin and Simon
Mundin from the mailing list. Geoff’s career with LBRFC was of the fast moving shooting star variety. He came, he shone,
he was gone. However when it comes to Mr Mundin, as he is a local boy I feel sure someone out there must have an idea of
his whereabouts. If you do, then please let me know.
The search is still on for the jocular Jock with the heaving shoulders, Fat Slags hairstyle and ever-alight briar, Jim
McCormack. A number of you plundered your old fixture diaries to send me his landline number but when I rang it the man
who answered was definitely not Jim, nor did he have a clue who Jim was.
However never mind. Just look who has clamboured aboard the good ship Nobheads. I am delighted to report that a month
or so ago Chris Pearson bumped into Graham Mellerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr. No doubt with a threat of violence, Chris extracted his
email address.
Then we have the man who looked like a librarian off the pitch but played like an assassin on it. Former club captain Trevor
Russell has swelled out numbers. Thanks to Matt Vincent for the details. We have also lassooed Roy Barton. For those
whose memory of Roy is hazy there were three things that would happen immediately a Vets game finished. One was that
Gibbo would already be showered, dressed and ordering his first pint. Another was that Ted would already have the first set
of jerseys in the washing machine. Finally there would be Roy sitting in the changing room lighting up a 6 inch Cuban.
Another of the Vets of that era to join us is Barry Webb, who though he does have an email address asked me to keep things
as tech-free as possible. He and Crowie are obviously brothers from different mothers. Andy White, being a leading edge
tech savvy businessman will have no such problems.
th

Finally we have the uber-smooth babe magnet that was Mark Godsell. Two term 5 XV captain he is now allied to
Lutterworth RFC and was down at the Meadow for our two clubs’ recent league clash. Those that were on the
Bournemouth tour of 1993, that of the over-fastidious and humour-lite hotel manager, will remember that special
something that Mark brought along to Oakmedians on the Easter Monday after what was obviously a very successful night
out with Tim Hodey, an incident that myself and Steve Rogers brought up very early in our three-way conversation. Second
th
cab off the rank in terms of conversation topic was a suggestion Tim Tobin put to Mark at the 5 XV dinner of that same
season at the Hunt Hotel. Unfortunately the content of Tim’s proposition is not printable even in this scurrilous publication!

Pearso’s bitch

An apology from Quiggers

The text that accompanied this photo in Chris’s email
was “This guys (sic) still gorgeous. I literally love him”

For those of you wondering why you no longer see ‘he of the
perfect profile’ on Facebook, John has had to delete himself
as he has taken on a contract that demands a modicum of
security (finger taps nose). Anyway, he wanted this message
broadcast to all that know him:

“Over the past year, I have forwarded some
inappropriate pictures and jokes to friends and
relatives whom I thought shared the same sense of
humour. Unfortunately, this wasn't the case and I
seem to have upset quite a few people who have
accused me of being prejudiced, sexist and shallow. If
you were one of these people, please accept my
sincerest apologies. Looking to 2017 onward, I will
only post or send e-mails with a cultural or educational
content such as old monuments, nature and
other interesting topics. Below is a picture of the Pont
Neuf Bridge in Paris. It is the oldest bridge in Paris and
took 26 years to build. It was competed in 1604”
Please see next page
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Six Nations de-brief
So here we are in that limbo land where the Aviva Premiership and the European Champions Cup take over yet don’t quite
capture the imagination. By common consent this year’s Six Nations has been deemed the best ever. There wasn’t the slow
start that be-devilled last season’s edition but then again there wasn’t the slide rule final try-fest Saturday of two years ago.
2017 was the year of consistency throughout. So, what can we glean from the seven weeks that always seem to pass so
quickly? Let’s do a bottom up analysis. This summary is written in English with translation into Eddie Butler in brackets.

Italy
Come June it will be 15 years since Sergio Parisse (Sair-geeeo Par-eee-say) made his debut aged 18. He has now won 126
caps … and has finished on the losing side for 93 of them. Of the 32 victories he has experienced only 12 have come against
what are generally recognised as top tier nations and 5 of those were against Scotland. The strain of advancing years and the
fact that he has to carry his team seem to have taken their toll because he was not vintage this season. Italy have now won
just one of their last 20 Six Nations matches and with Scotland having found their mojo it is difficult to see when the next win
will come. Having been pipped to the Rugby Europe Championship by Romania, the Georgia debate has probably been put
to bed for a while but for how long? Conor O’Shea has a gargantuan task on his hands. I hope the FIR don’t get the jitters
because if anyone can steady the ship I reckon it is he. We need Italy to be more than just a good away trip.

Wales
Go to any built up area west of Offa’s Dyke, put on a blindfold, turn around six times, take off the blindfold and walk in a
straight line. I can guarantee you that within ten paces you will encounter someone that will tell you how Wales were
unlucky to miss out on a Grand Slam this year. England were lucky, Scotland were lucky and France cheated. You could
mention that giving away eight penalties in those last minutes at the Stade de France (Stade du Frrrrronce) probably
constitutes cheating but the irony will be lost. Is there a more deluded rugby public? Warrenball is alive and bulldozing even
though it has been worked out by everyone. Poor old Rob Howley was in a straitjacket from minute one. Even if they
stopped trying to ref every game and concentrated on playing they will probably still fall short. Yes they had a good 75
minutes against England but the last time I looked matches last for at least 80. I’ve not seen this Sam Davies in action but if
all the talk is true he has to be a better option than the constantly chelping Biggar, and he may just give them the change of
direction their supporters crave, but if Gatland wants to ignore him that’s fine by me!
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France
At last there is a flicker of light at the end of the tunnel. Picamoles was magnificent. Guirado is a great leader. Gourdon
seemed to overcome being probably the only Frenchman in the world called Kevin and Serin was the star new boy of the
tournament but why oh why do they seem to think the fly half is there to make up the numbers? France have been shit for
years because they haven’t had one. France were brilliant for years when they did. Remember Lamaison, Lacroix,
Castaignede and even further back Laporte and Romeu? If Lopez and Trinh-Duc are their best then Noves should tell them
that only dynamite will shift them and they are in charge on the pitch. I’m not so sure about their Fijian wingers but when
they get Fofana back to partner Lamarat with Fickou in reserve, look out! Bastareaud appears to be history, so let joy be
unconfined! Watch out for them next year. In the professional era there have been five Lions tours. France has won the
following Five/Six Nations four times, three of them with Grand Slams. That they missed out on one was because SaintAndre was still trying to unpick four years of Lievremont lunacy. I’m bored with the Eddie Butlerisms already. You can work
them out for yourselves.

Scotland
By far and away the good news story of the tournament. They were great to watch, have eradicated the silly number of
errors they used to make and finally played with a smile on their faces, except somewhat understandably at Twickers. They
were one of three teams with a 3-2 record and IMHO deserved second place. They will have learned a lot too, mainly not to
talk yourselves up as they did before being demolished at Twickenham and to shut Nathan Hines in a dark room leading up
to match day. Trying to heap pressure on England backfired spectacularly. The reaction in the England camp to his ill
thought comments was probably “remind me who hasn’t won here for 34 years? I think we’ll make it 36”. The waters
around the departure of Cotter seem very murky and we will probably never know all the facts but Gregor Townsend will be
good. Say it quietly but things are really looking up for the blue Celts. They’re young, they now know what it feels like to win
and they did it all without their first choice props and for three matches without their talismanic captain … and Stuart Hogg
was brilliant.

Ireland
A common Celtic whinge is that England are always overrated, well I cannot think of a team that is as overrated as this
Ireland one. If I had been Eddie Jones my sole aim would have been drilling my team that a good start was essential. That
we have a good bench so the starting fifteen should batter Ireland so hard that after an hour they, England that is, will be
blowing out of their arses. This is not because Ireland would be a busted flush like they used to be, these days they go for
the full 80, but simply because Ireland do not have the game to play catch up. Argentina thumped them in the World Cup
after a good start. Scotland stole a march on them in Game 1 and so did Wales. Both won handsomely as did New Zealand in
the autumn game in Dublin that everyone seems to have forgotten. Had Fickou (Guy-ell Feeee-kooo ….. ay up , Butler’s
back!), not nudged the ball forward France would have been off to a flyer as well. Ireland have only two attacking moves:
the cross kick and when Sexton loops Eeyore Henshaw. After the Jamie Roberts try for Wales watching Ireland trying to
chase the game bordered on the comical. Panicky passes at, behind or nowhere near the intended receiver. When passes
did go somewhere near something green it was to grass. They are as boring to watch as their football team. If Gatland picks
Henshaw for the pointless jaunt to NZ then his intentions will be clear to all. It is going to be 0-3 anyway, Henshaw’s
selection will make it 0-3 and then some.

England
One bad game does not make you a bad team. I’ve heard the odd daft comment that wholesale changes are needed. They
th
are not. There is some bath water to be discarded, for example I still don’t see what Tom Wood is for, he has his 50 cap
now … yes I know 50 caps! … Doesn’t seem possible does it? That’s two more than Dean Richards!!! So leave him be at
Franklins Gardens. I also think that we may see Hartley bow out after the autumn. Haskell probably has one more season
left. Brown mustn’t last much longer if he continues to ignore his support every time he is in possession, but the rest? They
are all good players and have years left in them. OK they took too long to work out “ruckgate” but for all their scoffing so
would all of the other 6Nats teams had it happened to them. The two tests in Argentina will be exciting and enlightening.
Proper test rugby unlike the corporate, concocted pile of crap that will be going on in New Zealand. Launchbury, Daly,
Joseph and the bench were superb. I had my suspicions about Eddie Jones to start with. I felt that anyone that picked
Wendell Sailor over Joe Roff back in the day surely had a loose screw. He’s learnt. They fully deserved their championship.
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PROGRAMME REPEATS

The Harper Years
...

th

26 September 1987

th

30 January 1988

A selection of pen-pictures from the programme for the John Player Cup match v Lichfield. 25/10/1986
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Social media tip

Quiggers again

How to sign up to Facebook but not give too much away

Steve Rogers was recounting a Sunday morning selection
nd
meeting when John was 2 XV captain, so at a rough guess it
would have been some time between September 1991 and
April 1993.
John was bemoaning the fact that the previous day his team
had had just two penalty moves and screwed up both. “Didn’t
they practice them at training?” said one of his fellow
selectors, probably Shep.
“Your joking aren’t you?” said John, “training to that lot is a
four letter word, errr, six ... seven ... eight. Oh I give up”.

What’s in a name?
Whilst identifying Keith Burchell in the school photograph in
the last issue, it turns out that this was “a” Keith Burchell not
“our” Keith Burchell. What an amazing coincidence. I wonder
if by any chance they are related. Thanks to Tarby (about
three seconds after I pressed “send”) and Tony Horne for the
correction.
Many moons ago three months prior to our Chinny organised
tour to Dublin, I was over for the England match and had a
beer at the clubhouse of one of our prospective opponents
Old Suttonians. The organiser from their end said to me “Yer
man Jonathan Chinn. Is he Chinese?”

Dublin 1995
Simon “The Ghost” Mundin and Pearso look on as Murts voices his disappointment that someone has better hair than him.
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OLD PHOTO TIME
If these look a little small here’s a tip to make them clearer. Look up at the menu bar and adjust the percentage view to
something higher or if you have a mouse will a roller, press and hold the “ctrl” key and roll the roller forward. I think I’ve
already lost Barry Webb!

Coulommiers 1980

Newton Abbot, Easter Tour 1979
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Coulommiers come to Leighton 1978
Bit of a house party here. I recognise a few faces, but not that many. I’m sure some of you will. Wonderful fashions

In case you’d forgotten .....
All previous issues are available on the club’s official website, as will this one in due time. The link can be found at the top
left of page one. Once in, click the Information tab (top right) and then click the last option.

Remember .....
nd

Saturday, 22

April.

BE THERE!!!!
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